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A study of greenfield tunnelling in sands using
FEM, DEM, and centrifuge modelling

Geyang Song, Andrea Franza, Itai Elkayam, Alec M.
Marshall and Assaf Klar

Abstract. The effect of tunnel construction on ground displacements is an
important problem for tunnelling engineers. Numerical methods, including
continuum and discrete element methods, have been used to evaluate tun-
nelling induced ground displacements. In this paper, the ability of numerical
methods to replicate the response to tunnelling of a real soil is evaluated
by comparing results from numerical analyses with experimental data ob-
tained from geotechnical centrifuge tests. The centrifuge tests include two
types of tunnel boundary condition: pressure-controlled (water extracted from
model tunnel within a flexible membrane) or displacement controlled (rigid
boundary model tunnel undergoing an eccentric contraction). Centrifuge mea-
surements are compared against discrete element method (DEM) and finite
element method (FEM) analyses which replicate the conditions of the ex-
periments: pressure controlled boundary for FEM and DEM; displacement
controlled boundary for FEM only. The effects of tunnel boundary condition
on the soil displacement mechanisms are illustrated and the performance of
the numerical analyses to replicate salient features of ground response are
discussed.

Keywords. discrete element method (DEM), finite element method (FEM),
tunnelling, centrifuge.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of ground movements caused by tunnelling is important in order
to evaluate potential damage to structures and critical infrastructure. Tunnelling
induced displacements are often modelled as a simplified plane strain problem,
where tunnel advancement is not modelled. Induced ground displacements at the
tunnel are replicated through a tunnel volume loss, Vl,t, which indicates the ra-
tio of ground lost at the tunnel periphery to the notional cross-sectional area of
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the tunnel, expressed as a percentage. Tunnelling induced soil movements have
been investigated experimentally by a number of researchers using geotechnical
centrifuge testing, where a small-scale model is put within an environment of in-
creased acceleration (‘gravity’), thereby increasing the self-weight of the model soil
and replicating the behaviour of a full-scale prototype. The most popular method
for replicating tunnel volume loss in a centrifuge environment is with a fluid filled
cylindrical model tunnel surrounded by a flexible membrane (FM), whereby ex-
traction of a volume of water from the model tunnel initiates ground movements
around the tunnel. An alternative approach is to use a rigid boundary mechanical
(RBM) model tunnel, as developed by Boonsiri and Takemura [1], where displace-
ments were imposed concentrically around the tunnel circumference. Recently,
Song et al. [2] developed an eccentric RBM model tunnel (referred to here as
eRBM), where an eccentric profile of displacements is created (max displacements
at tunnel crown, no displacements at invert) which matches better to real ground
displacements around shallow tunnels. Numerical modelling has been used exten-
sively to simulate tunnelling problems. Finite element method (FEM) analyses
are probably the most popular numerical tool for this purpose. As with centrifuge
testing, there are different ways in which tunnel volume loss can be simulated. In
this paper, results are obtained using the pressure controlled method (PCM) [3]
and the displacement controlled method (DCM) [4] and compared against cen-
trifuge test data. The PCM gradually reduces the internal pressure within the
FEM model tunnel and can be used to simulate FM centrifuge tests. The DCM
imposes predefined displacements at the boundary of the FEM model tunnel; it
can be used to simulate RBM centrifuge tests.

Numerical modelling of tunnels using the discrete element method (DEM)
has not seen as much attention as the FEM due to the computational demands of
the method, however there are some cases where DEM has been used (for example,
Marshall et al. [5] compared DEM results of greenfield tunnelling against centrifuge
test data).

In this paper, greenfield tunnelling soil displacements from plane-strain geotech-
nical centrifuge tests are compared against FEM (using ABAQUS) and DEM (us-
ing PFC3D) numerical simulations designed to replicate the centrifuge tests. During
the centrifuge tests, both flexible membrane (FM) and eccentric rigid boundary
mechanical (eRBM) model tunnels were used. The PCM was applied within both
the FEM and DEM models (replicating flexible membrane centrifuge model tun-
nels); the DCM was applied only within the FEM models (replicating the eRBM
model tunnel).

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL MODELS

2.1. Centrifuge models

The centrifuge tests were performed on the University of Nottingham Centre for
Geomechanics (NCG) 4m diameter 50 g-ton geotechnical centrifuge. Tests were
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conducted at an acceleration of 80 times gravity. The eRBM model tunnel [2]
consists of six independent segments extend along the tunnel axis length that
could move inwards at different rates during tunnel volume loss, thereby creat-
ing a non-uniform profile of displacements around the tunnel circumference (max
displacements at crown, zero at tunnel invert). The FM model tunnel consists
of a water-filled cylindrical flexible membrane sealed at each end of the tunnel
[6]. Volume loss is simulated by gradually extracting water from the tunnel. In
both the eRBM and FM model tunnels, a plane-strain scenario is modelled where
displacements are uniform along the tunnel length.

The centrifuge models include an acrylic front window to allow acquisition
of images of the sub-surface such that image analysis techniques can be used to
evaluate soil movements. Comparison of displacements from image analysis at the
model boundary against measurements made at the middle of the model width
(using traditional displacement transducers) have shown that boundary friction
has a minimal effect on settlement trough shape [6].

The soil used in all tests was dry Leighton Buzzard Fraction E silica sand,
which has a typicalD50 of 0.12mm, a specific gravity of 2.65, and maximum:minimum
void ratios of 1.01:0.61 [7]. The sand model was prepared by dry air pluviation to
achieve a relative density (Id) of approximately 90% (both FM and eRBM tests).

2.2. FEM models

Two-dimensional finite element (FE) analyses were performed using ABAQUS.
Due to symmetry, only half of the model was considered. Eight-node quadratic
plane-strain elements (CPE8) were used for the tests. Vertical roller boundaries
were used on the plane of symmetry and side boundaries, a fixed boundary was
used for the bottom, and no constraints were imposed at the soil surface. The
dimensions of the numerical model were chosen to minimise boundary effects on
ground displacements, and the element size was verified to have a negligible effect
on results. The basic hypoplastic model developed by Gudehus and Masin [8] was
used. The eight parameters of the constitutive model were calibrated by simulating
oedometer (stress-void ratio curve fitting) and triaxial (stress-strain curve fitting)
test data provided by Lanzano et al. [9] for Leighton Buzzard Fraction E sand.
The calibrated parameters are: critical state friction angle φc = 33.4◦, granulate
hardness hs = 2402 MPa, exponent n = 0.365, minimum:maximum void ratio at
zero pressure ed0 : ei0 = 0.55:1.21, critical void ratio at zero pressure ec0 = 1.01,
and exponents α=0.1, β = 1.0.

In the FE analyses, the displacement-controlled method (DCM) [4] was used
to simulate the eRBM centrifuge model tunnel. FE nodal displacements were
imposed that coincided with the centrifuge eRBM model tunnel displacements.
FE analyses using the pressure-controlled method (PCM) were also conducted,
whereby the internal pressure within the FE model tunnel was gradually reduced
until a specified magnitude of tunnel volume loss was achieved. This process simu-
lated the extraction of water (and resultant reduction of pressure) from within the
FM centrifuge model tunnel. It is assumed that in the centrifuge tests the initial
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at-rest earth pressure coefficient K0 is 0.5. This assumption was also adopted for
the numerical analyses, however data from an additional analysis where K0 = 0.8
is also presented.

2.3. DEM models

DEM simulations, performed using PFC3D by Itasca, simulated as close as possible
the conditions within the FM centrifuge experiments (see Marshall et al. [5] for full
details). Note that DEM was not used to simulate the eRBM experiments. The
uniform particle size had a radius of 2.5 mm to simulate the Fraction E sand used in
the centrifuge test. The Hertz-Mindlin contact and slip models were implemented
into the simulation. The spherical particles (balls) had a density ρ=2600 kg/m3,
shear stiffness G = 31×107 kPa, Poisson’s ratio υ = 0.27 and inter-particle friction
coefficient µ = 0.5. The wall boundaries were assumed frictionless.

The specified relative density was achieved by dropping the balls under 1 g
to fill the box, followed by reducing the friction coefficient while the particles to
be compacted (using a horizontal wall) until the required relative density was
obtained. Once equilibrium was achieved, the original coefficient of friction was
re-imposed and the gravity was increased to the level within the centrifuge tests.

The FM centrifuge model tunnel was represented in the DEM model by a
series of 50 (around the tunnel circumference) smooth rectangular wall elements
which extended along the length of the tunnel. The segments could only move ra-
dially towards the centre of the tunnel axis. The displacement of the wall elements
was controlled by a subroutine which replicated the removal of water from the
centrifuge model tunnel [5].

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows vertical and horizontal displacements for all of the models at a
tunnel volume loss of 2%. Note that displacements are presented in model scale;
full-scale values can be obtained by scaling by N=80. Comparing the FM and
eRBM centrifuge model displacements in Figure 1a-b and f-g, vertical displace-
ments are more localised in the region above the tunnel crown for the FM test
than the eRBM; in the eRBM test the contours of vertical displacements initiate
from the area around the side of the tunnel. The pattern of horizontal displace-
ments in the FM and eRBM centrifuge test data is noticeably different, with a
localised zone at the side of the tunnel in the eRBM test that is not apparent
in the FM test. In general, the centrifuge data indicate that in the FM test, dis-
placements are initiated mostly at the tunnel crown, whereas in the eRBM test,
displacements are distributed more evenly around the upper half of the tunnel,
with much more horizontal displacement occurring at the side of the tunnel than
in the FM test.

Considering the FEM results in Figure 1c-d and h-i, the DCM analyses show
a much more localised zone of vertical displacement around the tunnel crown
then the PCM results, and the magnitude of vertical displacement within most
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Figure 1. Vertical (a-e) and horizontal (f-j) soil displacements
from all models. C/D = 2; Vl,t = 2%; Id =90%; displacements
downwards and to the right are positive)
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of the soil is much less for the DCM. In terms of horizontal displacements, the
DCM and PCM patterns are similar, however the localised zone of horizontal
displacements at the side of the DCM tunnel is larger than for the PCM tunnel,
whereas the magnitudes of horizontal displacement near the surface are greater for
the PCM tunnel than the DCM. Comparison of both the PCM and DCM FEM
results against the centrifuge data indicates that the FEM models predict more
significant displacements in a much larger zone of soil around the tunnel than
observed experimentally.

The PCM DEM analyses (e and j), which simulate the FM centrifuge test,
provide a good overall match to the distribution of vertical displacements from
the centrifuge tests; the affected zone is much narrower than in the FEM analyses.
It’s not possible to conclude that the PCM DEM model matches better to the FM
centrifuge test data (which it was designed to replicate) than the eRBM data; the
PCM DEM results include features present in both the FM and eRBM centrifuge
tests (e.g. localised horizontal displacements at the side of the tunnel, as in the
eRBM). It would be interesting to compare results from an equivalent DCM DEM
analysis which replicated the eRBM centrifuge test; this will form the basis of
future work in this area.

Of interest to tunnel engineers is the magnitude and shape of the settlement
trough caused by tunnelling. Figure 2 plots the settlement trough data (Sv) and
the normalised settlements (Sv/Smax, where Smax is maximum settlement) from
all the models at the ground surface at at a normalised depth of z/zt = 0.5.
Considering first the centrifuge test data, the magnitude of Smax is shown to
be similar for the eRBM and FM tests (Figure 2a-b), but there is a difference
in settlement trough shape (most notable at the subsurface in Figure 2d). The
eRBM model tunnel creates a flatter profile in the area above the tunnel, with an
adjacent zone where settlements decrease rapidly.

The PCM FEM analysis with K0 = 0.5 (replicating the assumed initial state
of the centrifuge tests) over-predicts the surface and subsurface settlements (Fig-
ure 2a-b). By adopting a K0 of 0.8, the magnitude of settlements is reduced closer
to the centrifuge test data. Focusing on the predicted FEM settlement trough
shapes in Figure 2c-d, there is very little difference between the displacement and
pressure controlled analyses (both K0 =0.5 and 0.8). The FEM predictions match
reasonably well to the experimental data at the surface, however at greater depths,
the FEM predictions are much ‘shallower’ than the experimental data.

The results in Figure 2a-b indicate that the DEM model over-predicts the
amount of dilation experienced by the soil. Whilst the settlements at z/zt = 0.5
match the experimental data rather well, at the surface the DEM settlements
are notably lower than the experimental data, indicating that the soil is dilating
and decreasing the magnitude of soil volume loss towards the surface. Figure 2c-d
shows that the DEM model does a better job at predicting the ‘sharp’ settlement
trough from the experiments than the FEM analyses. The DEM profile matches
better to the FM centrifuge data than the eRBM data.
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Figure 2. Vertical settlement trough for (a) surface (b) subsur-
face (z/zt = 0.5) (c) normalised surface (d) normalised subsurface
(z/zt = 0.5)

4. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of continuum and discrete element numerical predictions of tun-
nelling induced greenfield ground movements was evaluated by comparing numeri-
cal analysis results against geotechnical centrifuge test data for dry sand. The type
of boundary condition (pressure or displacement control) used in the tunnel to ini-
tiate ground displacements (volume loss) was shown to have a notable effect on
ground movements in the centrifuge tests. Finite element method simulations were
performed for both displacement and pressure controlled tunnels, and similarities
were shown between the patterns of displacements between coinciding numerical
and experimental data. The PCM FEM predictions over-predicted the magnitude
of settlements when the commonly adopted assumption of K0 = 0.5 was used;
a better prediction of the magnitude of settlement was obtained for K0 = 0.5.
All the FEM predictions resulted in a wider settlement trough compared to the
experimental data. The DEM analyses, which replicated a pressure control model
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tunnel, over-predicted the dilatancy of the experimental soil, however overall the
predicted DEM settlement trough shape was better than the FEM models. These
results indicate that DEM may prove a useful analysis tool for prediction of tun-
nelling induced ground displacements as well as soil-structure interaction problems
related to tunnelling.
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